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Abstract—This paper compares different charging strategies
for electric vehicles (EVs) and mechanisms to support local
distribution grids. First, a general scheduling problem for EVs
based on convex optimization and linearized power grid models
is presented. Then, it is shown how it can be adapted to model
different charging strategies. These include: i) uncoordinated
charging, where EVs maximize a local utility function regardless
of grid constraints; ii) smart charging, where a charge schedule
of all EVs is determined by maximizing their utility function
subject to grid constraints; iii) vehicle-to-grid, where bidirectional
power from the EVs is allowed; and iv) reactive power support,
where 2- and 4-quadrant EV chargers can provide reactive power.
The performance of these strategies are investigated considering
the CIGRE benchmark system for medium-voltage distribution
grids. It shows that, in the proposed scenario, smart charging
with reactive power support is conducive to the shortest global
recharging time.

Index Terms—Electric vehicles, Distribution grids, Unco-
ordinated charging, Smart charging, Vehicle-to-grid, Optimal
scheduling.

I. INTRODUCTION

The transport sector is responsible for over one-third of
the global greenhouse gas emissions and 27% within Europe
in 2017 [1]. Electric vehicles (EVs) will play an important
role in reducing emissions of the road transport sector as well
as dependency on fossil fuels [2], [3]. The increasing adop-
tion of EVs requires efficient ways to manage their charge.
Indeed, the simultaneous charging of a large population of
EVs results in a significant increase of the electrical demand
and may cause violations of distribution grids’ operational
constraints, possibly requiring expensive grid reinforcements
to distribution system operators (DSOs), as for example high-
lighted in [4] for distribution grid transformers. Smart charging
has been widely proposed in the existing literature to cope
with the issues of uncoordinated charging, helping DSOs
with congestion management (e.g., [3], [5]). Smart charging
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consists in scheduling the charging process of EVs to avoid
grid congestions. Vehicle-to-grid (V2G) with bi-directional
chargers is one step further and refers to allowing EVs to
discharge their batteries and inject power into the grid to
support operations of both distribution and transmission grids
(e.g., [6], [7]). Both unidirectional and bidirectional chargers
can provide reactive power to the grid, which can be used to
support local voltage regulation, e.g., [8], [9].

This paper investigates the performance of different EV
charging strategies (uncoordinated, smart charging, V2G, and
reactive power support) considering a medium-voltage (MV)
grid and their impact on the recharging times. All these
scheduling problems are derived from a baseline convex opti-
mization problem that embeds linearized grid constraints from
the existing literature [10]. The performance comparison of
these strategies in a common setting and a unified algorithmic
framework to accommodate multiple scheduling problems
stand as the main contributions of this paper. The rest of this
paper is organized as follows. Section II states the problem
and introduces the models. Section III and IV describes the
methods. Section V and VI present the case study and the
results, and Section VII concludes the paper.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND MODELS

A. Problem statement

We consider a distribution grid (e.g., Fig. 1) with loads
(including EV chargers), and possibly distributed generation.
The simultaneous charging of many EVs might cause viola-
tions of its operational constraints. These constraints include
ensuring suitable nodal voltage magnitudes, line currents be-
low cable ampacities, and power flow at the substation below
the transformer rating. This paper aims to compare different
charging strategies for EVs and evaluate how they impact grid
constraints and recharging times. The considered recharging
strategies are: uncoordinated charging (EVs recharge as soon
as they are plugged in), smart charging (charge is scheduled
to ensure that grid constraints are respected), V2G (as smart
charging, but EVs are allowed to discharge to support the
grid, if necessary), and reactive power support (as smart



charging, but chargers can adjust reactive power injections).
Grid constraints are modelled with a linearized grid model, as
described next.
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Fig. 1. Topology of the CIGRE European MV distribution network benchmark
for residential system [11].

B. Power grid model

Let n = 1, . . . , N , denote the index of the node of the
network, where N is the total number of nodes. The index
t = 1, . . . , T refers to the time interval, with T total samples.
The time horizon 1, . . . , T refers to the recharging horizon for
the EVs. In the rest of this paper, we will refer to overnight
charging, although the formulation is general and can be
applied to other cases. Time dynamics need to be considered
to model both time-variant power demand, and because the
EVs’ charging process is inherently time dependant due to the
state-of-charge constraints of the EVs. The active and reactive
power nodal injections at node n and time interval t is:

Ptn = P (net)
tn + P (EV nodal)

tn (1a)

Qtn = Q(net)
tn +Q(EV nodal)

tn (1b)

for all nodes of the grid, where P (net)
tn is the net demand,

i.e., power demand minus local renewable generation and
P (EV nodal)
tn is the total power demand of EVs. The former is

an input of the problem, whereas the latter depends on the
charging policy and is modelled as described in section II C.

Voltage levels at the nodes of the grid and the current values
in the lines (voltage magnitudes, and line current magnitudes)
depend on the grid topology, cables’ parameters, voltage at the
slack node, and nodal injections. They are modelled with load
flow equations, that we generically denote in the following
with functions fn for the voltage magnitudes and hl for line
current magnitudes:

vtn = fn (Pt1, . . . , PtN , Qt1, . . . , QtN , v0, Y ) (2)
itl = hl (Pt1, . . . , PtN , Qt1, . . . , QtN , v0, Y ) , (3)

where Y is the admittance matrix of the grid (built using the
grid topology information and cable parameters), and v0 is the
voltage at the slack bus.

Load flow equations are nonlinear and their inclusion in
optimization problems determines nonconvex formulations.
To increase tractability, we linearize (2) and (3) using the
method proposed in [10] based on sensitivity coefficients,
whose performance has been investigated in [12], and as done
in [13].

C. Modelling the charging of EVs

Let v = 1, . . . , V denote the index of a vehicle, where V
is the total number of vehicles. The state-of-charge of EV v
is modelled as the following function:

SOCt+1,v(P
EV
1v , . . . , P

EV
tv ) = SOC0v+

+

t∑
τ=1

(
ηv
[
P EV
τv

]+ − 1

ηv

[
P EV
τv

]−) Ts
Ev

(4)

where SOC0v is the initial SOC, P EV
tv is the EV charging

power, operators [·]+ and [·]− denote respectively the positive
and negative arguments of the charging power (1), Ts is the
sampling time (in hours), Ev is the nominal energy capacity of
the EV’s battery in kWh), and ηv is the charging/discharging
efficiency (possibly different across the population according
to the charger model and battery status).

The charging power of vehicle v is limited by the rated
power of the converter, denoted by S

EV
v (in kVA). We assume

the capability of the charger is independent from the voltage
of the AC grid and of the DC bus. The apparent power limit
of the charger can be expressed as:(

P EV
tv

)2
+
(
QEV
tv

)2 ≤ (SEV
v

)2
(5)

where QEV
tv is the charger’s reactive power.

The link between the nodal injections of EVs,
P (EV nodal)
tn , Q(EV nodal)

tn in (1), and the charging of the
single vehicles P EV

tv is given by the charging location where
the EVs charge. The charging location of EV v is encoded
in the sequence of binary variables b1v, b2v, . . . , bNv , that
contains a “1” in the node where the EV charges, and N-1
“0” at all other nodes. In this way, the nodal EV injections
are given by:

P (EV nodal)
tn =

V∑
v=1

bnvP
EV
tv (6)

Q(EV nodal)
tn =

V∑
v=1

bnvQ
EV
tv (7)

for all n. The N × V binary matrix bnv for all n, v can be
interpreted as a map reporting the recharging spots of all EVs.
It is an input to the problem.

1In smart charging, the charging power is typically positive only, whereas,
in V2G, it can be negative too when EVs are called to support the grid.



III. GENERAL FRAMEWORK

This section describes a general formulation of the charge
scheduling problem for the EVs that includes both V2G and
reactive power support. The next section discusses how this
formulation is modified to accommodate various scheduling
strategies, which are finally compared in the results section.

The objective of this problem is determining a charging
schedule for all EVs so that they can achieve a target state-
of-charge while respecting grid constraints. The scheduling
problem is formulated as a constrained optimization problem,
whose constraints and cost function are described next. The
EV chargers can possibly use reactive power and discharge
the vehicles if this is conducive to improve the cost function.

For exemplifying the context, we consider a scenario where
the EVs recharge overnight to achieve a target SOC level (e.g.,
a full recharge) necessary to meet the driving demand starting
from an initial SOC value, smaller than the target SOC. The
initial SOC is given by the state at which the EVs arrive at
their parking (and charging) location. Both the initial SOC
level and the target SOC level are inputs to the problem. They
are respectively denoted by SOC0v and SOC?v .

A. Cost function

The cost function of the problem can be formulated to
represent several operational objectives, such as minimizing
the total charging time or minimizing the cost of electricity in
a price-taking setting. Without losing generality, we choose
to minimize the charging time; other cost function can be
implemented too.

Let p = [P EV
tv for all t, v] be a vector collecting all the

charging power of all vehicles and time intervals, and p
(t)
v =

[P EV
1v , . . . , P

EV
tv ] a vector collecting the charging power from

the initial time interval to t for EV v. We minimize the
charging time by penalizing, for each vehicle, deviations of
its state of charge from its target value, SOC?v . This reads as:

J ′(p) =

T∑
t=1

V∑
v=1

(
SOCtv

(
p(t−1)
v

)
− SOC∗v

)2
, (8)

where SOCtv(·) is computed as in (4). The positive- and
negative-part operators in (4) are non-linear and lead to a non-
convex formulation. Several linearizations are possible, e.g.
splitting the charging power into mutually exclusive positive
and negative terms (with binary variables, or penalization
terms in the cost function) or embedding resistive losses in
a virtual line, as in [14]. We opt for exclusive terms penalized
in the cost function, as explained next, as it does not involve
the use of binary variables.

B. Linear model of the EVs state-of-charge

Decision variable P EV
tv is replaced with two new non-

negative variables:

P EV
tv = P EV+

tv − P EV−
tv . ∀v, t (9)

In this way, the state-of-charge can be defined as the linear
expression:

SOCt+1,v(P
EV+
1v , . . . , P EV+

tv , P EV−
1v , . . . , P EV−

tv ) =

= SOC0v +

t∑
τ=1

(
ηvP

EV+
vτ − 1

ηv
P EV−
vτ

)
Ts
Ev

.
(10)

As a charger can either charge or discharge an EV, the two
terms in (9) should be mutually exclusive. This is achieved
by augmenting the cost function in (8) with a new term that
penalizes P EV+ and P EV−. This augmented cost function
reads as:

J(p+,p−) = J ′(p+,p−) + k

T∑
t=1

V∑
v=1

(
P EV+ + P EV−) ,

(11)

where p+ = [P EV+
tv for all t, v] and p− = [P EV−

tv for all t, v],
the cost function J ′(p+,p−) follows from expressing SOC
model (8) with model (10), and k is a weight. As the second
term of the cost function corresponds to the SOC’s model
relaxation and does not have a specific physical meaning, k
should be small to not significantly alter the original cost
function. The impact of k on the algorithm performance and
on the original problem objective is small, as shown in the
results.

C. Problem constraints
The problem constraints include: state-of-charge model (10)

and limits (denoted by SOC and SOC); EV charger rating in
(5); EV charging-to-nodal injections models in (6)-(7), with
P EV
tv given by (9) and grid nodal injection models in (1a), (1b);

linear grid constraints, i.e., voltage lower and upper limits v, v
at all nodes, cable ampacity il of all lines l, and transformer
power rating P 2

t0 +Q2
t0 ≤ S

2

0. The formulations are discussed
next.

D. Complete formulation
The complete problem formulation is now presented. Prob-

lem’s decision variables are p+,p− and the newly defined
vector q = [QEV

tv for all t, v] that collects all the reactive
power injections of all chargers over time. The problem reads
as:

arg min
p+,p−∈RT×V

+0 ,q∈RT×V

J(p+,p−) (12a)

subject to:

SOC model (10) ∀v, t (12b)

SOC ≤ SOCtv ≤ SOC ∀t, v (12c)(
P EV+
tv − P EV-

tv

)2
+
(
QEV
tv

)2 ≤ (SEV
v

)2
∀t, v (12d)

Nodal injections (6), (7), (9),(1a), (1b) ∀t, n, v (12e)
Linear grid models (2)-(3) ∀t, n, l (12f)
v ≤ vtn ≤ v ∀t, n (12g)

|itl|≤ il ∀t, l (12h)

P 2
t0 +Q2

t0 ≤ S
2

0 ∀t. (12i)



IV. VEHICLE-TO-GRID, SMART-CHARGING, AND
UNCOORDINATED CHARGING

A. Vehicle-to-grid problem

The optimization problem in (12) determines the charging
schedule of all EVs so that the total charging time across the
EV population is the smallest while subject to grid constraints.
The decision variables are the charging power, the discharging
power, and the reactive power. Although both the discharging
power and the reactive power do not contribute to recharge the
EVs directly (reactive power does not appear in (10)), their
contribution might be useful to alleviate network congestions,
ultimately allowing other EVs to recharge and improving the
global charging time across the population. Problem (12) refers
to the V2G scheduling problem with reactive power support.
The reactive power support can be excluded by either forcing
q to zero with equality constraints or remove the associated
decision variables from the problem and constraints.

B. Smart charging problem

The smart charging problem can be derived from (12) by
either forcing p− to zero or removing p− from the decision
variables. We opt for the second way. In this case, the cost
function J ′(·) can be dropped in favor of J(·). Both the smart
charging and V2G problems are centralized, in the sense that
- in order to be solved - require collecting all the information
into a single optimization problem. This is due to the grid
constraints that depend on all nodal injections and are therefore
coupling constraints.

C. Uncoordinated charging

In uncoordinated charging, each vehicles seek to minimize
its charging time regardless of the grid constraints. This
simplified problem can be derived from (12) and reads as:

arg min
p+

J ′(p+) (13a)

subject to

SOCtv = SOCt−1v + ηv
TS
Ev

P
(EV)
tv for all t and v (13b)

0 ≤ SOCtv ≤ 100%, for all t and v (13c)

0 ≤ P EV
tv ≤ S

EV
v for all t and v. (13d)

This problem is separable because it has no coupling con-
straint. In other words, solving this problem is equivalent
to solving V optimization problems (one per vehicle) with
local information only. The uncoordinated charging problem
is used as benchmark scenario to evaluate the impact of grid
constraints.

V. CASE STUDY

A. Grid

The CIGRE benchmark system for MV grids (European
version) [11] is used as a case study (Fig. 1). The MV
grid comprises low-voltage (LV) systems connected at the

various nodes that are modelled in terms of their aggregated
contributions. It is assumed that there are no grid constraint
violations in the LV grids. The MV grid is modelled with
a single-phase equivalent assuming a balanced grid with
transposed conductors. The nodal nominal powers, the power
factors, and the number of parked EVs at each node are
reported in Table I. The time-varying active power demand
is modeled with the load coincidence factor model defined in
[11]. The reactive power demand is modeled as the product
between the active power and the tangent of arc-cosine of
the power factor in Table I. Line ampacities are according
to the conductor diameter. Allowed voltage levels are within
1 per unit ± 3%. Computing sensitivity coefficients for the
linear grid models requires nominal active and reactive nodal
injections to compute the linearization, for which we use the
nodal power injections of the net demand from the CIGRE
specifications. The EV input data are discussed next.

TABLE I
NODAL NOMINAL DEMAND PER NODE AND NUMBER OF EVS

Node Apparent Power Power factor Number of EVs
[kVA]

1 15’300 0.98 0
2 0 0 0
3 285 0.97 68
4 445 0.97 106
5 750 0.97 178
6 565 0.97 134
7 0 0 0
8 605 0.97 144
9 0 0 0
10 490 0.97 116
11 340 0.97 81
12 15’300 0.98 0
13 0 0 0
14 215 0.97 51

B. EVs input data

The number of EVs per node is reported in Table I. It is
estimated considering approx. 1.4 EVs per household2, where
the number of households is estimated by dividing the nominal
nodal power by the single-phase household contractual power
(6 kVA). This results in total 878 EVs for the whole grid.
These values are aligned with the existing technical literature:
the work in [15] considers 1.3 EVs per household, with
number of household per node estimated as the ratio between
the nominal power of each residential node and the contractual
power of a household (6 kVA); work [16] considers 2’340 EVs
for a 5 MVA MV residential grid, denoting that more intense
grid loading situations due to EVs may exist.

Arrival times, departure times and initial SOCs of EVs are
sampled from the following distributions: generalized extreme

2Except for nodes 1 and 12, which have no EVs to reduce the number
of optimization variables. This approximation is deemed reasonable because
these nodes are near upper grid’s connection, so less critical for grid
constraints violations.
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Fig. 2. Case 1: nodal voltage magnitudes over time with arrival time at 16h
for all vehicles (top panel), and with distributed arrival time (bottom panel).
The dashed lines is the lower voltage limit. The shaded bands denote different
quantile intervals across the nodes.

value inverse ( shape -0.06, scale 0.85, location 17.3), Weibull
(scale 7.67, shape 21.83) and Gaussian (mean 0.49, standard
deviation 0.04) distributions respectively as used in [17], [18].
The energy capacity of the EV batteries, and the chargers’
rated power, efficiency, and power factor are assumed con-
stant across their population and are 3.6 kVA, 0.9 and 1,
respectively. The target SOC levels are also uniform across
the population and assumed to be 100%.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Five cases are compared. They are:
• Case 1: uncoordinated charging (described in IV-C);
• Case 2 and Case 3: smart charging, without and with

reactive power support, respectively (described in IV-B);
• Case 4 and Case 5: V2G, without and with reactive

power support, respectively (described in IV-A).
Fig. 2 shows the nodal voltage magnitudes for Case 1.

It compares the cases with simultaneous (at time 16h, top
panel) and distributed arrival of the EVs (as described in V-B,
bottom panel). The shades of color denote the quantile of
the voltage magnitude across the nodes. In both cases, the
voltage magnitudes falls below the minimum level because
the uncoordinated charging does not take into account grid
constraints.

In general, it can be expected that distributed arrivals of
EVs induces a natural smoothing of the total charging demand
because EVs arrive at different time, thus possibly “desyn-
chronizing” their charging process. Indeed, Fig. 2 shows that,
between 16 h and 17 h, there are no voltage violations in
the bottom plot, whereas there are in the upper-panel plot.
However, in the evening hours, violations are more severe
in the bottom panel than in the upper panel (as denoted by
the lower voltage magnitude nadir) because the EV charging
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Fig. 3. Nodal voltage magnitudes over time for Case 2 (first panel from
the top), Case 3 (second panel), Case 4 (third panel) and Case 5 (fourth
panel). The dashed lines is the lower voltage limit. The shaded bands denote
different quantile intervals across the nodes.

demand overlaps with the peak hours of conventional demand
(reported in [11]). The rest of this analysis is performed
considering the case with arrival times distributed in time.

Fig. 3 shows the voltage levels for Case 2 - 5. In all
the cases, the voltage magnitudes are respected thanks to
implementing grid constraints in the scheduling problem.
Differences among the voltage profiles are due to handling
the active and reactive power differently, as discussed next.
Current constraints are also respected and omitted for a reason
of space.

Fig. 4 shows the mean SOC across the EV population
over time. Uncoordinated charging (Case 1) achieves the
quickest recharging time. However, this comes at the price of
violating grid constraints, as shown earlier. Smart charging and
V2G (Case 2 and Case 4) achieves the slowest recharging
time. This denotes that V2G does not conduce, in this case
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Fig. 5. Voltage magnitude computed by assuming the same active power
demand as Case 3 but reactive power contribution from the EVs forced to
zero.

to improve system performance. The difference between the
steady-state SOC values of smart charging and V2G is due
to the modelling relaxation of the SOC. In particular, the
cost function J(·) adopted in the V2G problem trades off
achieving the target SOC with charging power, determining
a steady-state SOC error. This can be reduced by decreasing
the value of k in (11). The best-performing schedulers are
smart charging and V2G with reactive power support (Case
3 and Case 5). In this case too, V2G does not help to shorten
charging times. To show the impact of reactive power support
on the grid performance, Fig. 5 shows the voltage magnitude
obtained from a (linearized) load flow that features the same
active power demand of Case 3 but with the reactive power
contributions from the chargers forced to zero. It is visible that
voltage constraints are violated, showing that reactive power
here plays an important role in keeping acceptable voltage
levels in the MV feeders. The same results and conclusions
were found by changing the target SOC levels to lower values
(90% and 80%).

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This work compared the performance of uncoordinated
charging, smart charging, V2G, and reactive power support
from the chargers for EVs. The problem formulation of all the
schedulers is derived from a common (convex) optimization
problem accounting for (linearized) grid constraint, charg-
ing/discharging efficiency, and 4-quadrant (and 2-quadrant
unidirectional) chargers, allowing for an efficient comparison
among them. The performance of the schedulers is investigated
considering the CIGRE system for MV grids with 878 EVs
distributed at the various nodes according to the nominal
nodal power. The results show that: 1) uncoordinated charging

determines violations of grid constraints; 2) smart charging is
effective to reduce congestions; 3) the V2G feature is never
activated; and 4) reactive power support from the chargers
achieves to reduce voltage congestions, ultimately leading to
charge more EVs and shorten the global charging time.
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